OUR MISSION
Guided by its founding principles of honor, academic distinction, spiritual growth, and community, Episcopal High School prepares young people with the intellectual and moral courage to pursue lives of ethical leadership and service as citizens of an increasingly connected world.

An Episcopal High School Graduate:

**Moral Courage**
- Acts with honor and integrity
- Stands up for what is right
- Collaborates with empathy and respect

**Courageous Action**
- Commits to ambitious goals
- Listens and communicates effectively
- Expresses opinions with conviction and care
- Embraces challenge with confidence

**Intellectual Courage**
- Investigates with curiosity and an open mind
- Seizes opportunities to learn
- Expands knowledge by making connections

**Leads and serves**
- with humility and kindness

**Expresses**
- appreciation and gratitude

**Admits mistakes**
- and learns from failure

**Works**
- hard and responsibly

**Uses**
- resources and technology wisely

**Seeks**
- balance and brings joy

**Adapts**
- with resilience

**Questions critically**

**Solves**
- problems creatively

**Values**
- diverse perspectives